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Image not available for the lon: ©2020 Stores Wal-Mart, Inc. that is a great procuct. I have dyson as well and I actually prefer Hoover for a lot of my cleaning. Written by a Hoover.com client. Useful? Wow I was blown away, I've had it 3 weeks, and by far the best suction and easiest vacuum I've ever had,
and a great price to top it off. One simple issue on putting the umbilical cord, I wish instead of being on the side, they had put in the back. But seeing how great it is in all important areas, this is really not a big deal. Written by a Hoover.com client. Useful? This vacuum works great for me. With two dog and
cat I needed this big suction and don't clog with pet hair which was a problem with my old one even when it was still new. Written by a Hoover.com client. Useful? I ordered this several weeks ago although the shipping is free, I received it after 2 days. It came assembled except for the upper handle unit
which had to be simply inserted and reconfigured. This reminds me of how vacuum cleaners are used to build. It's hard to believe the suction I sweeped my carpet this morning arrived because I wasn't expecting it anytime soon. Well I had to play with my new game lol up vacuum again and oh my God
how much I picked up that other 1 missed. I'm a neat geek and I'm so happy with this vacuum having to say more?! Written by a Hoover.com client. Useful? Use the product about a month now. Quite delighted. Two dog and cat cat were here about a year down before the ex left the country. 12 years of
age. us since birth. Cat hair was a problem with older vacumn. Actually delight to run vacumn now and be able to clean well. Coming from a man this is a real relief. Written by a Hoover.com client. Useful? Very happy with my purchase! Having popped up to engage the roller brush, not that there was a
problem with the vacuum, the operator was very excited to read the directions! LOL love flexibility at home. Lightweight but powerful. I'm not disappointed at all! Written by a Hoover.com client. Useful? I bought this with the intention of using it for my only two golden retrievers and their hair on my carpet. I
didn't expect what I have vacuum is one of the best that I have (3) and it was very easy to set up. You can use it for anything in your home, watch and see dirt, hair, etc., and collect in the bag. 1) Easy setting 2) Easy to put away and store the cord with automatic roll up3) easy adjustments for carpets to
hard-covered flooring accessories for daily access patches. You can't mistake in this void, and most of all it's not hard for yourself to use. You actually feel much better after seeing all the dirt and hair you collected. This is 5 stars and again I do not pay for this review. I just love it so much. Thanks to
Hoover.Writted by Hoover.com client. Useful? Just buy. Sweeps 3 weeks ago and I absolutely love it. One of the best sweepers I've ever bought. It was my last sweeper Dyson that paid three times what I paid for this, let's just say I won't buy another Dyson again. Thanks Hoover for one of the best
sweepers out there! Written by a Hoover.com client. Useful? I received this void last week and I was very impressed by the extent to which it was removed from my carpet after sweeping with my other space. However, after only 3 uses and empty the tray after each use, it has suction. Today, I washed all
the filters in the hope that the issue will be resolved. Also, automatic rewind of the rope only works occasionally. Written by a Hoover.com client. Useful? Hello AmyC! With proper maintenance Wind Tonel 3 Pro should not lose suction. We have troubleshooting tips to get your Hoover run like a new one.
Take a look at this short video here: . Complete these steps and must be all set. Let us know if you still need us! January 18, 2016Tunnel Pro Pet 3 Pros: Good suction cons everything ELSE -very heavy -hard to maneuver - carpet fiberstumble in a dirt tray, clutch tool, and part of the vacuum where brush
menus are located (where dirt gets sucked in) see pictures -dosing bottles not dust completely empty; Due to poor dust/dirt design gets stuck at the bottom, the center part of dirt bottles SEE pictures - I had to vacuum hoover parts with another vacuum to get all the carpet fibers and dust from The Windonil
Pro Pet 3 see pictures - reuse filter hard to clean - the dirt tray design is poor b/c it opens on the bottom, even if the trash Your can more than half full, it's very difficult to empty the can while you don't get dirt and dust everywhere - the rope design is very awkward, the rope gets in the way while the
vacuum is made - a cheap plastic tool is slit that breaks down/wears down after use (shreads apart) - on the Hoover 148/283 website people gave it 1. I bought mine in another store and did not see these reviews, and Wish I had written it by a customer Hoover.com. Useful? Hello, unfortunately,
distinguish! We certainly don't want you to be disappointed with your WindTunnel 3 Pet Pro. From the pictures it seems that the vacuum is very dusty. The WindTunnel 3 has three suction channels and a powerful 12 amp engine so it pulls a lot of embedded dirt. Fine dust particles are absorbed through
the cyclone assembly. It's normal for the hurricane to be dusty. We recommend brushing the cyclone off with a dust brush. Maybe the packed unit will be more as you wish there is simply a bag to empty and replace. Check out our lineup here: . Thank you! Thank you!
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